Outreach
Staggering need easily breeds apathy. As the magnitude of society’s ills overwhelms us,
we could slip into feelings of indifference, coping by emotionally separating ourselves
from the needs of others. For New Day Foster Home, when we encounter staggering
needs, we don’t see hopelessness. We see opportunities for compassion. We see open
doors to meet the needs of the forgotten. We see chances to restore and transform lives,
systems, institutions, and communities. We see a duty to come alongside the hurting,
bringing a reprieve from their suffering.

With your help, we believe we can bring relief.
Strong Foundation

Drawing from our shared vision to bring hope and healing to China’s orphans, we work alongside government orphanages
to meet their children’s needs. Leaders of government institutions across the country have learned to trust our reputation
for integrity, reliability, and trustworthiness because of relationships formed as we partner together to treat their most
difficult medical cases. This has opened doors for us to become more deeply involved in their work and their mission – a
significant opportunity in institutions typically closed to outsiders.

Structured for Hope
Unlocking Potential

Recognizing their children’s need to receive ongoing physical therapy, one orphanage asked for our help in hiring and
training a full-time physical therapist, a position they could not afford to fund. Seeing children crippled from Cerebral Palsy
learn to use their hands and take steps for the first time confirmed that we made the perfect investment!

Family Time

For some older orphans who will not be adopted, the reality of a family seems like an impossible dream. Believing that
every child deserves to know the love of a family, we sponsor older children so that they can stay in foster care. Instead of
growing up in the austere and sterile rooms of an orphanage, they sit around a table each night to eat dinner with their
foster parents.

Equipping Essentials

Unexpectedly hit by a brutal snowstorm, one orphanage had no heat. Some of the children suffered frostbite
because of exposure to the extreme cold. We stepped in and purchased a heating unit, ensuring that in future
snowstorms, the children will not go cold. Whether it is clothes, wheelchairs, or toys, we respond to needs quickly
and distribute critical supplies to orphanages around China.

Teaching and Training

Ongoing professional staff development is a luxury orphanages can’t afford. We take nutritionists, doctors, physical
therapists, and other specialists into orphanages for staff training. Furthermore, hosting orphanage staff at our Beijing
facility provides opportunities to show them new ideas and perspectives on caring for special needs children.

Going West

A remote city with no orphanage. Nearly 1,000 orphans with nowhere to go. When asked for help, we responded
with resources to help the city of Tacheng build its first social welfare institute and medical clinic. Now the children
are off the streets, out of dangerous situations, and into a safe environment. Our partnership with the Tacheng
orphanage continues as we seek to help them develop into an effective organization with exceptional programs and
initiatives to care for their children.

Partnership Potential

Are you a dentist who wants to clean teeth and fill cavities for orphans? Or a doctor desiring to perform check-ups
on orphans during your summer vacation? Can you arrange a clothing drive through your civic group? Does your
Sunday School class want to send Christmas presents to children who’ve never been given a gift? Whatever you feel
called to do, we can be a bridge for you – helping connect you to needy orphanages so that you can use your skills,
resources, and ideas to transform lives. There is no limit to the impact we can make when we work together. The
first step to making a difference is simply contacting us to discuss your dream and service ideas.
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